Remote Lands Announces Exclusive Experiences for the 2019 Grand Prix in Singapore

*Luxury Asia Travel Designer Offers VIP Racing Event Package and Exciting Add-Ons*

BANGKOK (PRWEB) February 15, 2019 -- Remote Lands, the world’s leading luxury and intrepid Asia travel designer, is offering an exclusive VIP experience at the Grand Prix in Singapore, taking place September 20-22, 2019, as well as bespoke travel extensions to exciting destinations throughout Asia, including Borneo, Bali and Komodo Island. The Grand Prix, now in its 12th year, takes place on the Marina Bay Street Circuit and draws more than a quarter million spectators to Singapore, one of the most architecturally compelling and culturally diverse destinations in the world.

“We are proud to be affiliated with some of the largest, most iconic sporting events in the world and the 2019 Grand Prix in Singapore is no exception. Travelers who book with Remote Lands will receive a world-class, VIP experience at this highly anticipated race,” said Catherine Heald, CEO and Co-Founder of Remote Lands. “Singapore is an incredible place with so much to do and see, from the vibrant arts scene and Peranakan culture to jungle forests and exclusive luxury experiences, and it also serves as a wonderful jumping off point to many other exciting destinations in Southeast Asia.”

The Exclusive Event Experience
Remote Lands’ Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 Exclusive Event Experience includes a three-night stay at a five-star hotel, plus breakfast daily, arrival Champagne and canapés and airport and track transfers. Also included are on-track experiences on Saturday (Qualifying) and Sunday (Race Day), courtesy of Team Hospitality. Guests will watch the 61-lap, 191.8-mile race from the team suite located above the garages and pit lane and catch live racing action and commentary on GPTV while enjoying refreshments and an open bar. Additional VIP activities include team and driver appearances, a tour of the racing garage, live pit links to the team garage, and access to the support race paddock. The experience also includes an exclusive team gift bag.

The fun continues after the final lap when VIP guests have the opportunity to attend an exclusive off-track Amber Lounge Sunday Night Party with an open bar and Champagne. The price of the Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 Exclusive Event Experience starts at $21,000 per person, based on double occupancy.

Singapore Extensions with Add-On Itineraries to Exciting Islands
Remote Lands is also happy to help race-goers extend their stay by pairing the Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 Exclusive Event Experience with four exceptional itineraries on islands in Southeast Asia. The first, the five-day Beach Time at Bintan & Bawah Islands, is perfect for winding down on a pair of Indonesian isles known for sugar-white sand and five-star hotels: The Sanchaya on Bintan and Bawah Island Resort (from $4,500 per person). Indonesia is also ideal for adventure-seekers and rich marine life, and travelers can opt for the five-day Sailing Around Komodo National Park on a luxurious private schooner where they can snorkel, dive and observe the Komodo Dragon in its natural habitat (from $10,000 per person).

Endangered species in the wild is also the focus of the four-day Wildlife in Danum Valley, which whisks travelers off to Malaysian Borneo for treks to spot orangutans and other large monkeys (from $4,800 per person). The final add-on, the five-day Rice Paddies and Culture in Bali, is a celebration of the island’s spiritual and natural artistic splendors (from $4,000 per person).
Pair Singapore with Other Southeast Asia Locales

Singapore offers easy access to neighboring Asian countries, and Remote Lands suggests that guests who book the Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 Exclusive Event Experience seamlessly pair it with itineraries in Nepal, Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, China and Hong Kong.

Timing is ideal for a Kathmandu Valley journey, as the Indra Jatra festival takes place over eight days in September (starting on September 12 this year). Local Nepalese participate in vibrant masked dance performances, chariot processions and cultural programs, which can be enjoyed on Remote Lands’ eight-day National Treasures of Nepal (from $4,200 per person). September is also a perfect time to visit the Vietnamese region of Sapa, a mountainous area near the border with China that is known for its spectacular rice terraces and French-colonial-era buildings. For travelers who want to explore this region, Remote Lands offers a six-day Hilltribes and Rice Terraces: Hanoi to Sapa itinerary (from $7,400 per person).

The Cambodian temple city of Siem Reap, home to legendary Angkor Wat, beckons in September as local flora reaches full bloom and crowds thin. Remote Lands offers a four-day Amazing Angkor extension or six-day Classic Cambodia journey (from $3,100 per person). Alternatively, scuba enthusiasts can experience one of the world’s best dive spots, Malaysia’s Sipadan Island, on Remote Lands’ seven-day Diving Borneo itinerary (from $4,700 per person).

Sophisticated Shanghai and Hong Kong are particularly inviting as summer’s heat winds down. Both Chinese cities are top spots to experience the lantern displays, dragon parades and moon cakes of the Mid-Autumn Festival (September 13, 2019) on either the 10-day Classic China itinerary (from $10,600 per person) or four-day Classic Hong Kong & Macau (from $4,300 per person).

Remote Lands requires a 50 percent non-refundable deposit at booking for the Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 Exclusive Event Experience package only; if booking is combined with an extension trip, a 35 percent deposit is due at booking.

To learn more about Remote Lands’ Grand Prix in Singapore 2019 itineraries as well as the complete list of events and inclusions, visit their website or email info(at)remotelands.com.

###

About Remote Lands, Inc.

Remote Lands, Inc. creates highly personalized and unique, luxe and intrepid holidays throughout Asia. Based in New York and Bangkok, the company specializes in extraordinary experiences that are difficult to arrange and require privileged access to important people and exclusive events, drawing upon Remote Lands’ relationships with remarkable people around Asia. Unparalleled service, creative itineraries and extreme attention to detail are what set Remote Lands apart. For additional information, visit Facebook.com/RemoteLands, Twitter.com/RemoteLands, or at Instagram.com/Remote_Lands.
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